Just W – BIOGRAPHY
Full Biography:
From the city of Puebla underground, inside of Just W there is only techno
(Dub, Melodic Techno, Detroit Techno, Berlin Techno, Wharehouse Techno)
like few others of the time. A rebel on the decks and enigmatic DJ entity,
showing in every produced track the Puebla-based producer. He is
starting to build a legacy on the techno sound to become one of the
genres most sought after and respected sounds.
As much a musical identity as it is an attitude within the underground dark
world. The mexican techno producer is stepping strong on every track he
is doing.
Few are those who grow up in family values like the techno producer Just
W, being a father and a son. The Puebla-based DJ/producer is taking a
carefully constructed career to emerge in Mexico from local venues as:
Dynamitas, San Pedro Cholula, Puebla.
Voodoo Mama, San Andres Cholula Puebla.
Diente de Leon, San Pedro Cholula, Puebla.
Harbors Steakhouse & Raw Bar, Angelopolis, Puebla.
Chimichurri, Puebla, Puebla.
La Divina Comedia, Puebla, Puebla.
72 en Lerdo Villahermosa, Tabasco.
La Mezcaleria del Centro Villahermosa, Tabasco.
Mia Hotel, Isla Mujeres, Quintana Roo.
La Lucrecia Mezcaleria, Orizaba, Veracruz.
Trozmer Fashion Show, Auditorio Metropolitano, Angelopolis Puebla.
El Mezcalero, Mexico City.
Hook FishBar, San Andres Cholula Puebla.
and killing it at the club floors, Just W’s songs is felt across the dancefloor.
Life as a producer saw Just W gradually gets his sound that express all his
emotions transmitted to his music with the modern musical landscape.
Just W thinks one thing: Respect your own music and sounds, maintaining
its integrity and gradually push things forward. Step-by-step, the sound is
a signature of the artist, to connect with the people and feel what he felt
when he is making his tracks.

Behind the decks, there are many different emotions to be experienced
from Just W. Working to be an international Dj/Producer for festivals like
Awakenings headline spot or a more intimate club show. His solo sets are
energetic and dark but adaptable and evolve to fit the various moods of
venues.
Afterhours sets with the ability to focus on songs that have become a
favorite across the international club circuit. Paired alongside his ability to
take the stage with any Dj that shares the real feeling of Techno Music,
Just W loves challenges, he really don't know limits.

